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What a perfect for a gift.  Who would use some gorgeous handmade cards! 
 

   
 
 
 
Supplies 
 
Stamps 
Forever Blossoms Stamp set (151457) 
Cherry Blossom Dies (151456) 
 
Paper 
Just Jade Cardstock (153079) 
Basic White Cardstock (159276) 
Misty Moonlight Cardstock (153081) 
Flirty Flamingo Cardstock (141416) 
So Saffron Cardstock  (105118) 
Highland Heather Cardstock (146986) 
 
Ink 
Tuxedo Black Momento Ink pad 
(132708) 

Misty Moonlight Ink pad (153118) 
Flirty Flamingo ink pad (147052) 
Highland Heather Ink pad (147103) 
 
Blends Markers  
(you can also use a water pen and ink 
pad to color the flowers) 
Pale Papaya (155579) 
Daffodil Delight (154883) 
 
Accessories 
Stitched so Sweetly dies for sentiments 
(151690) 
Rhinestone Jewels (144220)

 
  

NOTE:  
I used Blends Markers to 
color the flowers. 
 
You can also use a water 
pen and your ink pads. 
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Instructions 
Card Box 
 

 
 

Box Top 
1. Cut a piece of Just Jade Cardstock to 8 ½” x 7 ¼” for the top of the box.   
2. Follow the directions above.  The shaded areas are cut out. 
3. The red lines show cuts in to make the tabs for securing the box. 
4. I used a little adhesive on the tabs as I was folding the sides in and on the first layer 

that I folded down to make the inside of the box. 
 
Box Bottom 
5. Cut a piece of Just Jade Cardstock to * ½’ x 10” for the bottom of the box. 
6. Follow the directions above.  The shaded areas are cut out. 
7. The red lines show cuts in to make the tabs for securing the box. 
8. I used a little adhesive on the tabs as I was folding the sides in and on the first layer 

that I folded down to make the inside of the box. 
 
 
Decorate Box cover as desired.  I added a card front to my box cover. 
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Cards 
 

 
 
 

Cards 1-4 – with the wider margins 
1. Cut Basic White Card Base to 5 ½” x 8 ½”.  Score at 4 ¼” and fold in half for card base.  
2. 4 of the cards have a wider margin.  Cut the coordinating color Cardstock to 4 ½”  x 3 ¼”.   
3. Cut the designer paper to 4 3/8” x 3 1/8”. 
4. Layer the Designer paper on the coordinating color CS.  Attach to the center of the card. 
5. NOTE:  the green card in the back uses a piece of DSP that is cut into 3 stripes with a piece of 

Basic White cardstock underneath. 
 
Card 5 – blue card with narrow margin 

6. Cut Basic White cardstock to 5 ½’ x 8 ½”.  Score at 4 ¼” and fold in half for card base. 
7. Cut a piece of Misty Moonlight CS to 5 ¼” x 4”.  Cut a piece of Designer paper to 5 1/8” x 3 

7/8”.  Attach to the Misty Moonlight piece and to the card base. 
8. Use the larger scallop rectangle to cut a scalloped layer from Misty Moonlight paper. 
9. Cut a label one size smaller from Basic White cardstock. 
10. Add flower to the top of the image with dimensionals. 
 
 

 
 

Make Flowers and Labels 
 

1. Stamp Cherry Blossom images using 
Tuxedo Black Momento ink. 

2. Color in images as desired with 
Blends markers or a Water Pen and 
your ink pads.  

3. Cut out with coordinating dies. 
4. Use solid flower dies to cut single 

flowers from scraps of cardstock that 
coordinate with the Designer paper. 

5. I used the Stitched So Sweetly label 
dies to cut a variety of labels for the 
card fronts from basic white and 
coordinating colors of Cardstock. 

 


